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The ductility of polycrystallille body-centred cubic transition metals is well 
known to be sensitively dependent on temperature and many physical and metal
lurgical factors such as purity, grain size, strain rate and, for iron, chromium l and 
molybdenum2, pressurization. The transition with decreasing temperature, T, from 
ductility to brittleness, defined as an absence of detectable macroscopic plastic 
deformation, we3 shall refer to as tlie transition temperature, TT. It is generally 
found that T T increases \\'ith increasing strain rate, e, but a satisfactory formulation 
of this dependence based on theories of yielding and fracture docs not appear to 
exist . Recently~, ,,'e have postulated a phenomenological correlation between T T and 
e for molybdenum in \I'hich the transition occurs at a constant stress, ae. To apply 
this model it is also required that the stresses for yield, ay, and brittle fracture, aF, 

are approximately continuous, knO\\'l1 functions of T and e in the transition region. 
The principal aim of this investigation \\'as to see whether this simple model was 
applicable to sintered tungsten. 

A difficulty in the study of brittle fracture of this material is the occurrence of 
"low-stress failures 5". These are sometimes avoided (quite frequently at temperatures 
not more than 50°1\: below T T) and brittle fractures take place at stresses at which 
it is predicted the material would yield, if it were ductile. At the transition temper
ature brittle fracture thus occurs at the yield stress and it appea.rs that immediately 
below TT this is, at least, approximately so. 

Another aim of the investigat ion \\'as to determine the effrcts, if any, of 
pressurization at I4 kbars on the ductile-brittle transition temperature. If poly
crystalline specimens of the other Group VIA b.c.c. transition metals, chromium l 

and molybdenum~, are subjected to a hydrostatic pressure of the order of 15 kbars 
irreversible effects on the mechanical properties at atmospheric pressure, e.g. lowering 
of T T, are sometimes found. 

Tensile test pieces of ~ IS mm gauge length and ~2 mm gauge diameter were 
ground from two batches of t in. diameter Syh-ania sintered tungsten rod. One batch 
of over thirty specimens was used to il1\'estigate the effects of pressurization on T T, 

and the other of o\'er fifty specimens to tudy in detail the effect of strai l1 rate on T T. 

,-\11 the specimens \\'ere recrystallized to a grain diameter of ~ 50/./' by heat treatments 
of I h at ~ I750°C in vacua of 10-" torr. Then, before testing, the specimens \\'ere 
electropolished in a 2~~ ?\aOH solution at ~9 V. 

[n tungsten the important im purities are thought to be the interslitials and 
accordingl~' analyses \\'ere carried out for oxygen, nitrogen, hydrogen and carbon. 
The anal~'ses figmes are : ?'\ 2 : 1-2 p.p.m., H~: < I p.p.111. and O2 : 3-8 p.p.lll. by mass 
spectrometry (A.E.I.'s ~lS 10); O~: 26- 87 p.p .m. by conventional vacuum fusion; and 
C ~I ]1.p .m. by neutlOn activation. 

The ill\'Cstigation of the effec ts of pressurization at 14 kbar,; (carried out by 
Harwood Engineering Co.) was performecl on one hatch of specimens on an Instron 
testing machine at strain rates of approximately 10-4, -+ X IO -~. IO - 3, 2 X 10-3 and 
10- 2 sec-I. Further tests, on the other batch of sprcimens which were ;til not pres-
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surized, were carried out on a Hedeby universal tester at strain rates of about IO-fl, 

10-4, 5 X 10-4, 10-3, 2 X 10-3, 5 X 10-3 and 10-2 sec- t. Temperatures, other than 
ambient, were obtained by surrounding the specimen with a heated vegetable or 
silicone qil , maintained at a temperature constant to within ± 10 K during a test. 

For all strain rates the increase in yield stress and the decrease in ductility 
with decreasing test t emperature characteristic of the b.c .c. transition metals were 
observed. Yield points were exhibited by on ly 17 of the 30 "definitely ductile" 
specimens of both batches and for the ductile specimens not showing a yield point 
the stress at the apparent proportional limit was taken to be the yield tress. For tests 
carried out at, especially, the lower strain rates difficulty was experienced in deciding 
from the autographic charts whether a specimen was "j ust ductile" or brittle. There 
\\'ere 28 "definitely brittle" specimens and 19 in the fonner category. As we have 
defined T T as the 10\\'est temperature at which macroscopic plastic deformation is 
detectable, our values of T T, shown plotted as a function of f. in Fig. I, are the upper 
limits of the transition temperatures. The "alues of the transition stress were 53, 57, 
55, 55, 54, 61 and 57 kg mm-2 at strain rates of 10-5, 10- 4 , 5 X 10-4 , 10- 3, 2 X 10-3, 

5 X 10-3 and 10-2 sec-! respectively, i.e. 57 ±-{kgmm-2. 
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Fig . I. The dependence of the ductile-brittle tr:lnsition tcmperaturc, T'1', on strain rate, E, ill 
recrysta llizcd sintcred tungsten of mean grain diametcr 50ft. 

The pressurizatIon treatment failed to produce detectable irreversible changes 
in either the yield stress or the transition temperature at the 5 strain rates and 
accordingly it is concluded that 14 kbar:; is in-ufficient to alter irreversibly the 

mechanical properties of our sintered polycr~'stalline Sylvania tungsten . Hereafter IlO 

distinction will therefore be drawn beb"een pressurized and un pressurized specimen,;. 
Tests on ca,;t 6 specimens pressurized at ~30 kbars and on sintered (,\meric<ln) 
General r.Jec tric specimens' pressurized at 25 kbars also faiJed to reveal any effect. 

~Ietallographic examination re\'ca led non-propagating cracks, away frolll tilL' 
fracture ~urfaces, only in ductile specimens. These microcracks appeared to hc 
located mainly in the surface layer, ~ roo ,u deep, and were predominantly inter
granular in character (Fig. 2). The size of these cracks rangeel from ~ 20 It to ~ 150 /" 
i.e. senTtI grain diameters. 

In this polycry,;talline sintered tungs ten the transition from ductile to brittit' 
behayiour appears to occur at a constant stress of 57 ± -{ kg 111m -~ for stra in rOll<',; 
from IO - 5 to 10-~ sec! as the transition temperat ure is raised from ~ 377° to ~465Q k 
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The existence of a co nsta nt str('ss, (J(" at the trans ition enabled us to carr." out an 
analysis of the clcj)rndence of Tr on the stra in rate , i. Let us, as \\'RO:\~I';[ ct a/ .4 

have clone for ll1ol."hclenum , assume relatiuIIsltips bet\\"een stress and t rlllperature5 

and strain rateR, respecti vel.'" of the form: 

(Jy=A -BT (I) 
a nd 

(Jy=Ei. F (2) 
where A a nd B are constant at a gi\'en stra in rate and E and F are constant at a 
gi\"en temperature. B is approx imately equal to 0,3 kg mm - 2 °1\: - 1 for our materi al 
a t all strain rates in the transition region and E a nd F have been evaluated for 
,; intered tungs ten at 473°K to be ~6S kg JllJll - ~ and ~0.09 , respect i\'ely S. If \I'e also 
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Fig. 2. Xon'propagatill g surfacc crack ill a rccry,ta llizcd sintcrccl tungsten sp:!cime:1 whi ch 
clcaved at 44 2° [, at a ~ train rate of 5 X 10 - 3til'C· ' after 0.0 % plastic deformation. :\"ote that the 
crack folloll's grain boundaric3 a long :\B .. \ C, e DEF. FH, FG and is t rall< ,~rallular (nl\' a lun!:!; 
the segmen t (;1. l In order to avoid etch ' pitting, \Iurakami's rcagent, whi ch is a rela ti ,-ch' poor 
etcha nt for tung$tcn, was employed .) 

assume tha t (in the transition region) F is a constant, tha t the , 'ariation uf E \I'ith 
temperature is gi \ 'en by eqn. (I), and make usc of the identity : 

(~~) ( ~T),( ~,e, ) = -1 (3) 
o e T CG . E 01 (J 

we cleri\'e for the relationship between T and i, for constant (J the express ion: 

exp ( - io,n:J) = X (Eo-0.3Tr) (.j.) 

where J":' and Eo are constants. Figure I sho\\''; TT plotted again,;t cxp( - t'o .O!') an d it 
i,; set:!1l that, alth ()ug h lIot as goocl for lllulybciL'IlUIll·I , t.here is a fair agreement ht:t ll'ccn 
the data a nd the l11ode l. 

The cOllstant stress at the transition t em perature suggests that this is a critical 
stress for some mec hanism in the fracture process. It appears that the transition 
( oincides with a change in the critica l stage in this process, a h." pothesis ,;upportecl 
hy the oi>sen'ation o[ microcracks ill c!uctik but not in brittle specimcn,; . if tht:! 
cracks ob~ef\'ccl ill the ductile region a rc o f tIle type that cau:'e fracture, crack 
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propagation is th e critical stage in ductile cleavage. Because JIli crocracks are lIot 
observed in the brittle specimclls myay fr0111 the fracture surfaces it appears qllite 
possible that the first crack to be nucleated \I'ill propagate. 

If, at TT, stresses for crack nucleation, ax , and propagation, aI', are equal and 
equal to the yield stress, then: 

ac =a;-: =ao + kx(Yy)!lc-! = ap = hp(Yyn)~lc-! (S) 

where ao, kx , 1~1' are constants, Y is Young's modulus (4.04 x 10 12 dynecm- 2), I' and 
yH are the surface energies for crack nucleat ion (true surface energy) and crack 
propagation across a grain boundary respecti" ely , and lc the crack length , which i" 
probably related to the grain diameter. Let us assume that lc equals the grain 
diameter, l, and that k p is (z/n)t, \vhich is given by the simplest (Griffith-Orowan- Irwill ) 
model of surface crack propagation . fB then e\'a luates to ~6 x 104 erg cm-2 , \\"llich 
compares reasonably with surface energy values estimated by H U LL et al.9, c.f,:. 

~3 x 104 erg CI11 - 2 at 3500K for propagation of cracks in tungsten single crystals, ill 
which blunting of the cracks is thought to occur above ~ ISo°K. 

Below IsooK their value,; of 'I \I'ere near the theoretical estimates, e.g. nn 
GIDIA:-i'S modello: 4.7x103 and 3.3x 103 erg cm- 2 for {roo} and {no} cle~l.\"age, 

respectively 11 .• -\.ssuming the smaller value to be correct and taking12 l~x to bc ~2 . 4 

it is also possible from eqn. (5) to estimate the lattice friction stress, ao. It is seen to ' 
be ~Z2 kg ml11 - 2 , which is in excellent agreement with the value estimated by lIn /. 
et al. 9 at a strain rate of S x ro- 4 secl using a different analysis. 

The \\'ork described form,; part of an investigation supported by the Sciencl' 
Research Council. It was initiated \\'ith Prof. A. A. J OHNSO:'< by one of us (.-\.S\\'I 
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